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Also during...

Spring Term
Valentine’s Day crafts

Chinese New Year celebration
Shrove Tuesday/Ash Wednesday pancake race

Holi themed activities
Mother’s Day crafts

Streamed Maths Group
This term we will continue to develop our number 
skills: ordering, matching, counting, making sets and 
writing numbers.
We will also be working on shape space and measure 
and Money: matching and sorting shapes and coins 
threading, stacking and continuing repeating 
patterns.

Science
This term we are exploring how Sound
works. Listening to and identifying 
sounds, matching sounds and making 
musical instruments. Then we learn 
about Electricity.  Using electrical 
devises and sorting them and 
completing simple circuits.

Geography
Compare Sweden and Brazil, Explore 
key features, landmarks and weather
conditions of each. Research 
habitats linked to science and link 
Design Technology and food 
Technology to make artefacts.

R.E.
Christianity:

 Stories about Jesus: Daniel and 
the lion, David and Goliath, the 
good Samaritan, Jonah and the 
whale, Noah and the Easter story 
and the miracles of Jesus.

Art
Wassily Kandinsky:

Painting to music, exploring shape, 
using paint effects and layering 
techniques to recreate his 
concentric circles. Experimenting 
with £d shapes.

History Vikings
Daily life as a Viking: model homes,
farming, cooking recipes, weaving
and making crafts. Viking Sagas,
runes and religion. War- Viking

long boat models making armour,
Viking invasion role play.

Streamed English Group
This term we are using the Big, red bath sensory story 
as the basis of our literacy. We will be looking to 
develop anticipation skills and sequencing, 
communication and symbol recognition.  We will also be 
working on fine motor skills: Mark making, 
communication including PECs and letters and sounds.

P.E.Games:
Dressing skills, the importance of 
and effects of exercise. 
Developing throwing and catching 
skills, targeting, ball control, using 
bats and rackets, playing games 
with rules, working as part of a 
team. 


